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Abstract

We prove a conjecture of Tartar regarding weak lower semiconti�

nuity of functionals on sequences uj � vj � � � R
�
� R which satisfy

��uj � �� ��vj � � in H��� This is the simplest example in the

theory of compensated compactness for which the constant rank con�

dition fails� The proof uses the fact that certain coe�cients in the

Haar basis expansion can be estimated in terms of the Riesz trans�

form which seems to be of independent interest� Applications to the

relation between rank�� convexity and quasiconvexity are indicated�

AMS Classi
cation� ��J�� ��C�� 	B	
Keywords� Compensated compactness� quasiconvexity� wavelets� Haar

basis� Riesz transform

� Main results

In this note we prove the following result in compensated compactness theory
and indicate its consequences for the relation between rank�� convexity and
quasiconvexity�

Theorem � Let f � R� � R be a separately convex function which satis�es

� � f�z� � C�� � jzj��� Let U � R� be open and suppose that

uj � u�� vj � v�� in L�
loc�U�� �����

��uj � ��u�� ��vj � ��v�� in H��
loc �U�� �����

Then for every open set V � U
Z
V

f�u�� v�� dx � lim inf
j��

Z
V

f�uj� vj� dx� ���	�

�



The question whether such a result holds was raised in Tartar�s seminal
paper �Ta ��� where he proved estimate ���	� under the stronger condition
that ��uj and ��vj are bounded in L

�
loc� In this case he even showed that the

Young measure generated by the pair �uj� vj� �see below for de
nitions� is a
tensor product� and he gave an example that this need no longer be the case if
only ����� holds ��Ta ��� Ta �	��� The situation in Theorem � is the simplest
example in the theory of compensated compactness in which the operator of
di�erential constraints A�D��u� v� � ���u� ��v� does not satisfy the constant
rank condition� Hence one cannot use projection in Fourier space to write
�uj� vj� as a sum of a pair in the kernel of A�D� and a small L

� perturbation�
The main new idea is to use localization both in real space and in Fourier

space� Localization in real space allows one to treat the nonlinearity of f
�see Lemma � below� while localization in Fourier space is a natural way to
exploit ������ A key ingredient in the proof is a estimate for certain wavelet
coe�cients in terms of the Riesz transform� which appears to be new to the
best of my knowledge �see Theorem  below�� More speci
cally we express
uj and vj in the Haar basis of L

� and show that for uj the basis functions
that depend on x� can be neglected while for vj those depending on x� are
irrelevant �see Theorem �� The proof can then be 
nished by a simple
induction argument �see Lemma ��� The latter argument was inspired by
the work of Ball and Murat �BM ��� who showed that for special sequences
with multiple scales ���	� holds� Pedregal showed �Pe �	b� showed that ���	�
holds if ��uj is bounded in L

� and ��vj is compact in H
��� but his argument

does not su�ces to treat assumption ������
To explain the connection of Theorem � with the title let us 
rst recall

the relevant de
nitions� A function f �Mm�n � R on the m�n matrices is
called rank�� convex if it is convex on each rank�� line� i�e�� if all the functions
t �� f�F � a� b� are convex� It is quasiconvex if for all open sets U and all
F �Mm�n

Z
U

�f�F �r��� f�F �� dx � �� 	� � C�
��U��

Quasiconvexity implies rank�� convexity� Whether the converse is true for
m � �� n � �� is one of the major unresolved problems in the calculus of
variations with rami
cation to a number of other areas �see e�g� �As ����
�Iw ����� for m � 	 �Sver�ak �Sv ��� found a striking counterexample in �����
fourty years after the problem was raised in Morrey�s fundamental paper
�Mo ���

�



A dual version of this question appears in the study of gradient Young
measures� A Young measure � is a �weak� measurable� map from a measur�
able set � � Rn to the space of probability measures on Rd� The funda�
mental theorem for Young measures ��Yo 	�� Yo ��� BL �	� Ta ��� Ba ����
implies that every sequence of maps uj � � � Rd which is bounded in L�

contains a subsequence �not relabeled� that generates a Young measure � in
the sense that

lim
j��

Z
�

��x�f�uj�x�� dx �

Z
�

��x�h�x� fi dx�

for all continuous f and all � � L����� Here h�x� fi �
R
Rd f d�x� We say

that � is a �W ���� gradient Young measure if � is open and � is generated
by a sequence of gradients ruj� where fujg is bounded in W

���� A Young
measure is homogeneous if x �� �x is the constant map �a�e��� Kinderlehrer
and Pedregal �KP ��� showed that homogeneous Young measures are exactly
those probability measures that satisfy Jensen�s inequality for all quasiconvex
functions�

h�� fi � f�h�� idi� 	f quasiconvex�

Finally � is called a laminate if Jensen�s inequality holds for all rank�� convex
functions �see �Pe �	a� MP ����� It is well known that the question whether
rank�� convexity implies quasiconvexity can be rephrased as� Is every ho�
mogeneous gradient Young measure a laminate �see e�g� �Mu ���� � Using
standard machinery Theorem � can be rephrased as follows�

Theorem � Every gradient Young measure supported on diagonal ��� ma�
trices is a laminate�

If we identify the space D of diagonal � � � matrices with R� via x ���
x� �
� x�

�
we obtain the following result �cf� �BM �����

Corollary � Suppose that f � D � R is separately convex� Then for each

� 	 � and each compact set K � D there exists a quasiconvex function

g �M��� � R such that jf � gj 
 � on K�

Using the Lp version of Theorem  below in Rn one can derive the fol�
lowing generalization �Mu ����

	



Theorem � Let L be a subspace fo Mm�n which contains only �nitely many

rank�� directions A� � a� � k�� � � � � Ar � ar � kr� Suppose that A�� � � � � Ar

are linearly independent� Then every gradient Young measure supported on

L is a laminate if and only if k�� � � � � kr are linearly independent�

The �if� part uses the n�dimensional version of Theorem � while the �only
if� part follows from �Sver�ak�s construction �Sv ����

� Directional wavelet coe�cients are controlled

by the Riesz transform

Let u � L��R�� 
 L��R�� with
R
R� u dx � �� Consider the expansion of u

into Haar wavelets
u �

X
�

a�h��

where � � ��j�k � �
�
��� j � Z� k � Z�� � � f�� �g� n ��� ���

h��x� � h
���
k�j�x� � h�����jx� k��

h����� � h� ������� h����� � ������ � h� h����� � h� h�

and where h � � on ��� ���� h � �� on ���� �� and h � � else�
De
ne the projection operator P ��� by

P ���u �
X
j�k

a
���
j�kh

���
j�k�

and consider the Riesz transform Rj � �i�j�� �
���� which corresponds to

the Fourier multiplier �jj�j�

Theorem � The operator P ��� can be extended to a bounded operator on L�

and one has

jjP ���ujj� � C jjujj
���
� jjR�ujj

���
� � for � �� ��� ��

jjP ���ujj� � C jjujj
���
� jjR�ujj

���
� � for � �� ��� ���

and these estimates are optimal�

�



Remarks� �� Similar estimates hold in Lp� also in the n�dimensional
setting� and will appear elsewhere �Mu ����
�� A powerful theory of generalized Calderon�Zygmund operators based

on Haar basis expansions was developed by Figiel �Fi ��� Fi ���� I do not
know whether his approach can be used to prove Theorem � At any rate
for the situation at hand we may freely exploit �almost� orthogonality� which
is exactly what Figiel tries to avoid in view of applications to general UMD
spaces�

Proof� It su�ces to prove the 
rst estimate� Let � be a smooth function
with support in the annulus �� 
 j�j 
 	� that satis
es

P
�

j��� ����j�� �
�� Consider the Paley�Littlewood decomposition

u �
X
j

uj� uj �  ju � F�������j�Fu��

where Fu��� �
R
R� e

�i��xu�x� dx denotes the Fourier transform� Let P
���
j

denote the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by h�����jx�k��
k � Z� and de
ne

Tl �
X
j

P
���
j  j�l�

Then P ��� �
P

l Tl and we will show that

jjT
���
l jj � C��l��� for l � �� �����

jjT
���
l R��� jj � C�l��� for l � Z� � �� ��� ��� �����

where jj  jj denotes the operator norm with respect to L�� The assertion
follows from this by using the 
rst estimate for l � M and the second for
l 
 M � with ��M � jjR�ujj�jjujj��

To estimate jjT
���
l jj we eploit the fact that the P

���
j project onto mutually

orthogonal subspaces and that the  j are almost orthogonal� i�e�  j m � �
if jm� jj � �� Fix l and let

Sj � P
���
j  j�l�

A � supj jjSjjj� If A 
� we have S�i Sj � � if i �� j� SiS
�
j � � if ji�jj � �

and jjSiS
�
j jj � A� if ji � jj � �� Hence Cotlar�s lemma �see e�g� �St �	�� p�

���� yields jjTljj � 	A� It thus su�ces to estimate Sj� Using the isometry
�jf�� � �

jf��j� we see that Sj � �jS��
��
j so we only need to estimate S��





We can write

S� �
X

Qk� where Qku � hk�hk� lu��

Here we wrote for brevity hk�x� � h����x � k�� Then Q�kv � �hk� v� lhk�
Using the orthogonality of the hk and the translation invariance of the  j

we 
nd
jjQ�k�Qkjj � �kk�jj lh�jj

��

jjQk�Q�kjj � j� lhk��k� lh��j �� �
��k� � k��

Let � � F���� �l�x� � �
�l���lx�� Then � belongs to the Schwartz class S

and jj�ljj� � jj�jj�� Moreover  lv � �l � v� Hence jj lh�jj� � C�

jj lh�jj� � jjr�� ����l � rh�jj�

� jjr�� ����ljj� jjrh�jjM�R�� � C��l�

Thus ���� � C��l��� and taking into account the rapid decay of � one
easily checks that

P
k�Z� ��k� � C��l��� for l � �� Cotlar�s lemma yields the

desired bound for S� and hence for Tl�
The estimate for the operator T

���
l R��� �originally de
ned on the dense

subspace D � fR�u � u � L�
L��
R
u � �g� is similar� The main observation

is that the primitiveH����x� �
R x�
�

h����x�� s�ds has compact support in ��� ��
�

�and is bounded in L� and BV�� Thus we can write

QkR
��
� u � hk���Hk� lR

��
� u� � hk�Hk���� lR

��
� u��

Let ! l � ���l�� lR
��
� � ���li�� ���� l� This operator has the symbol

!����l�� where !���� � �ij�j����� The estimate for TlR
��
� thus reduces to an

estimate for
!��k� � �lj� ! lHk� ! lH��j

����

For l � � this is obtained in the same way as the estimate for ��k�� Hence�

for those l� T
���
l R��� is bounded on the dense set D and can therefore be

extended to a bounded operator on L��
For l 
 � we directly estimate S�u � P

���
�  lu� Let v denote the projection

of  lu onto functions which are piecewise constant in x� on the intervals
�k� k � ��� k � Z� i�e��

v�x�� x�� �

Z k��

k

� lu��x�� s� ds� x� � �k� k � ���

�



Then P
���
� v � � and by Poincar�e�s inequality

jj lu� vjj� � jj��ujj� � �
ljj ! lR�ujj� � C�ljjR�ujj��

Hence jjS�ujj� � C�ljjR�ujj� and S�R
��
� can be extended to a bounded op�

erator on L� with jjS�jj � C�l � C�l��� for l � �� This 
nishes the proof of
����� and of Theorem �

� Proof of Theorem �

Theorem � is an easy consequence of Theorem  and the following result�

Lemma � Suppose that u� v � L��R�� have the �nite expansions

u �
KX
j�J

X
k�Z�

aj�kh
�����
j�k � v �

KX
j�J

X
k�Z�

bj�kh
�����
j�k

in the Haar basis� Let f � R� � R be a separately convex function� Then

Z �

R

�f�u� v�� f��� ��� dx � ��

Proof� We argue by induction over K� Let

!u �
K��X
j�J

X
k�Z�

aj�kh
�����
j�k � !v �

K��X
j�J

X
k�Z�

bj�kh
�����
j�k �

Then !u and !v are constant on each square QK�k � �
�K���� ��� � k�� k � Z��

Jensen�s inequality applied to the integration in x� and x� yieldsZ
QK�k

f�u� v� dx �

Z
QK�k

f�!u�x� � aK�kh
�����
K�k �x��� !v�x� � bK�kh

�����
K�k �x��� dx�dx�

�

Z
QK�k

f�!u�x�� !v�x� � bK�kh
�����
K�k �x��� dx�dx� �

Z
QK�k

f�!u� !v� dx�

Hence
R
R� f�u� v�� f�!u� !v� dx � �� and the assertion follows by induction�

Proof of Theorem �� For abbreviation we write wj � �uj� vj�� We only
show estimate ���	� holds if V is a dyadic cube Q and w� is constant on Q�

�



The general case can be recovered in the usual way through approximation
by piecewise constant functions and exhaustion of V by dyadic cubes�
We may assume that w� � �� since otherwise we can consider the inte�

grand !f�z� � f�w� � z�� Choose subsequences such that the limit inferior

in ���	� is a limit and jwjj
� �
� � in M�Q�� the space of Radon measures

supported in Q� Let � � C�� �Q�� � � �� � �� �� We 
rst prove the inequality
for the modi
ed sequence

!wj � ��wj �

R
�wjR
�
��

We have !wj � � in L�� ��!uj � � in H���R��� ��!vj � � in H���R��� Thus
Theorem  yields jjP �����!uj � !ujjj�� jjP

�����!vj � !vjjj� � �� Since supp !wj � Q
and

R
Q
!wj � � the projections P

�����!uj and P
�����!vj are also supported in Q�

Now f is separately convex and of quadratic growth and one easily checks
that this implies the Lipschitz condition

jf�z�� f�z��j � C�� � jzj � jz�j�jz � z�j� �	���

Hence passage to the limit K �� in Lemma � yields

lim inf
j��

Z
Q

f� !wj�� f��� dx

� lim inf
j��

Z
R�

�
f�P �����!uj� P

�����!vj�� f���
�
dx

� �� �	���

Moreover Z
Q

jf�wj�� f� !wj�j dx � C lim sup
j��

jjwj � !wjjj�

� C

�Z
Q

��� ��� d�

����

�

Now for every � 	 � there exists a � � C�� �Q� such that
R
��� ��� d� � ���

Hence

lim
j��

Z
Q

f�wj� �

Z
Q

f���� C�� 	� 	 ��

which is the desired assertion�

�
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